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Introduction
With the spread of COVID19 in almost 200 countries worldwide, economies all around the
world have been impacted by the outbreak. COVID 19 was declared as a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern on 30 January 2020. From that moment, countries
started putting restrictive measures to prevent the spread of one of the most powerful
viruses to humankind. As a result, the renewable energy sector was also affected. To discuss
the major impacts on the solar industry in the MENA region, MESIA had the pleasure to
conduct an interview with Gulnara Abdullina, General Manager Africa and Middle East, Jinko
Solar Co. LTD

“With the spread of COVID19 in

almost 200 countries worldwide..”

European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
Geographic distribution of COVID-19 cases worldwide, as of 31 March 2020
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Interview with Gulnara Abdullina
1- A quick overview, what can you tell us about the first quarter of 2020, the world is
in shock because of COVID-19. What would you like to highlight with regards to the
major concerns of the PV industry in the MENA region?
We’ve seen January business usual at Jinko Solar, However, it was a bit quiet. For example, just
in January alone only 270 MW of solar panels has been shipped from China to the Middle East
and Africa region. As always, Q1 is a bumpy ride for the PV Industry because of the disruption
over the Chinese New Year where the production in China stops or slows down in some cases
for 2 weeks or even more and that also coincided with the peak of coronavirus in China. Also,
the month of February greatly contributed to the delayed shipments of PV modules to many
regions. However, as we saw China coming back to normal in March, we started seeing the
adverse impact of the virus spreading in the end markets particularly in the past two weeks.
We saw some countries closing the banks, borders and customs at ports. In addition, other
impacts such as efficiency reduction of some banks, restricted mobility of labor, reduced labor
on sites were also observed. Most notable are the measures taken by the Jordanian
government where it was a complete shutdown including all banks. All non-essential services
are restricted from operations leaving only food and pharmaceuticals to get into the country.
Furthermore, we also see some other countries taking early measures such as Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Morocco, Tunisia and UAE as well.
It turned out to be positive this year, that Q1 witnessed very few utility scale projects being
constructed in the MENA region, a different picture from the year before, when we saw quite
a few utility scale projects being constructed in Q1 2019. Overall, in 2019, we’ve seen around
3.2 GW shipped to MENA in terms of modules from China. In 2020, we expect to have no less
than 4 GW. However, it is mainly falling into the 2nd half of the year. So, we see that most of
the large-scale utility projects in MENA will start implementation in the second half of the year.
For this reason, the turbulence we see in the region was rather limited, and unfortunately
distributed generation projects took the greatest hit.
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Interview with Gulnara Abdullina Cont’d
2- What can you reflect on the supply side and how do you see the impact on the
project development?
In terms of shortage of PV modules, the situation is almost solved. Jinko Solar is currently
operating at full capacity. In April, the company shall catch up on all the orders that were
postponed from Q1 due to the limited supply of the components as well as the limited
operating efficiency of factories. We believe that by June, all major manufacturers should go
back to normal in terms of their product supplies.
Projects of course where affected only in the magnitude of weeks not months (at least in
MENA region). However, the most important bottle neck in Q2 will not be supply of any
equipment i.e. modules, inverters, or structures; but project related delays. As mentioned, we
see halted or reduced efficiency at banks. So, in some projects we’ve seen that project
financing has been completely halted. As a result, the capital flow from the lenders to the IPPs,
EPCs and equipment providers is either drying up or completely stopped. Therefore,
procurement effort of the project developers and EPCs is also significantly impacted.
3- In your opinion, what are the short- and long-term effects of COVID19. Currently
many countries blocked transport vessels, from a logistics point of view operations
are becoming more complex. What can you comment on the risks facing many
companies?
Some major factors that will temporarily put breaks on solar deployment in the region are:
• As mentioned previously, port efficiencies have gone down across the region other ports
are receiving goods as usual however, we are seeing a longer clearance time. The cause of it
is slower processing at customs.
• We’ve also seen reported reduced labor at sites. For example, cross border labour
movement has stopped. This measure was taken to also to ensure the safety of workers. As
a result, fewer workers are seen at sites, taking different shifts impacting the construction
pace of PV plants.
• Crippled logistics is globally affecting goods movement. If goods can now leave China, it is
not necessarily true that the goods will enter into other countries. For example, in the GGC
region this impact was seen in the past 2 weeks.
• In the region, we are not yet over the hill, the pandemic is still on the rise and significantly
impacting MENA region.
• Africa is facing other challenges. Some countries are facing very volatile foreign exchange
fluctuation. As local currencies are being weakened. the cost of capital is increasing as well
as the cost of procurement that is affecting developers and EPCs which are taking a great
hit.
In addition, As major businesses are called to shut down, power demand is also dropping. As a
result, the urgency of deploying solar is also not as essential. In the short term, the
fundamentals of power supply and power security are getting weaker. While on the other
hand, in countries that has a liberal electricity market, we may see electricity spot price going
down. As a result, some of the unsubsidized PPAs mainly in the C&I space are being put on
hold because spot price is not yet unpredictable after COVID 19.
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Interview with Gulnara Abdullina Cont’d
4- Can we assume that many projects in the MNEA region could face delays
causing developers to miss deployment deadlines and face financial penalties or
do you think the world could surpass this phase and recover smoothly.
Financing of the projects has become very slow, as bankers work from home. We have
seen that some of the projects were not able to achieve financial close before banks were
shut down. As a result, this causes the halt on projects for the moment. However, I believe
that the government will gradually loosen up as they see the positive impacts of the
lockdown and restrictive measures advising businesses operate one after the other.
Eventually, this will bring the economy back.
Every government is currently prioritizing public health, which is extremely important, but
also another important task of the government is to balance it with the economy.
Countries cannot put a full break on the economy, so as they’ll loosen up the measures
manufacturing and other services will be allowed to operate again, and we will see the
power demand increasing for the commercial and industrial sector.

5- Do you believe that the current situation was a wakeup call to some countries
to have local manufacturing facilities along the value chain to bolster security of
supply?
Not really. If you want PV to be economic and compete for grid parity levels just like the
sub-2-cents in the Middle East and sub-3-cents in North Africa, you must be competitive
with your equipment. For that to happen, it’s not enough to put the module assembly line
locally. This process will not solve the issue. You’ll need to create a cluster to support the
infrastructure. Otherwise, dependency on importing components will still be in the
picture.
I believe for a couple of countries at the very advanced process of localization having long
term vision, this will provide an additional incentive to expedite the process.
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Interview with Gulnara Abdullina Cont’d
6- What would you like to say at this time with COVID19 outbreak?
Looking at China and other mature PV economies such as Europe and some countries in
Asia, governments and off-takers stepped in by acknowledging the force majeure and
have pushed the deadlines forward for tender submissions or grid connection to make
sure developers are not penalized. I believe that governments in our region should also
consider such measures to make sure that it is fair to all. Everyone is taking a hit and
everyone has to come together and make a sacrifice. That is why I believe that also
governments and offtakers need to chip in as well. It is extremely challenging and
unprecedented catastrophe which has a global scale like never before. However, I believe
that we will weather this storm and come out of this. Probably our world economy is not
going to be the same and the full impact is still unknown. However, we believe that in
every crisis there is an opportunity, and we remain hopeful and optimistic.

Conclusion
Just like the sudden appearance of COVID 19, time shall pass by to make this phase a
memory and the world shall learn from those difficult times. The renewable energy
sector was impacted by several factors as indicated by Gulanra Abdullina and shall
hopefully come back to normal in the next quarters of this year.
With the outbreak that is affecting the PV industry as a whole in the MENA region and
the world, today, the world is addressing each person to stay home to be safe. When
public health is a priority, following safety measures is the target. From MESIA, stay
home and stay safe!
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Gulnara Abdullina Biography
Many thanks for sharing your insights

Gulnara Abdullina, General Manager Africa and Middle East, Jinko Solar Co. LTD
Gulnara Abdullina has been involved in renewable energy since 2007. She
joined Jinko Solar in Shanghai, China, in 2009 as a first foreign employee to
spearhead international sales, and in 2010 she was assigned to establish and lead
global business development team. In 2013-15 she has been focusing on
emerging markets of Middle East, Africa (MEA) and Latin America. In 2015 she has
been appointed as a General Manager for MEA to lead all commercial operations
in the region.
Prior to stepping into solar PV industry, Gulnara Abdullina has worked in various
commercial functions in hydrogen fuel cell industry in China and in consumer
goods sector in the U.S.A. and Russia.
Gulnara has been selected as one of the young new energy leaders by RECHARGE
4040 Initiative, which brings together 40 clean energy pioneers under 40 years
old.
Gulnara holds a Master’s degree in Applied Mathematics from the Ural State
Technical University, Russia, as well as an MBA degree from China Europe
International Business School, Shanghai, China.
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